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29 February 1972

STATEMENT BY THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

TO THE CCD ON 29 FEBRUARY 1972

It is a great privilege and pleasure for me to be present in

person, as one of my first duties as Secretary-General, to welcome the

distinguished members of the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament

to the Palais des Nations. This meeting also provides me with the

opportunity to re-affirm my strong conviction of the fundamental

importance of disarmament in any effective system for the establishment

and maintenance of international peace and security.

It is to state the obvious to emphasize at this time - as indeed

always - the close interaction between progress in disarmament and the

general political situation. In this respect one can see a number of

positive developments, in particular, the meetings between leading

statesmen of the world with their declared aim of improvement of

relations and relaxation of tensions to strengthen the foundations of

a more rational and peaceful world. There is also movement towards

reduction of tensions and strengthening of detente in Europe. There

is hope that this will accelerate the process towards a conference on

European security and talks on force reductions. Indeed the need for

progress towards regional arms control and disarmament is urgent in

Europe which is still burdened with a most deadly concentration of

modern weapons.

The disarmament scene also shows a number of encouraging signs.

One of them is the promise of progress at the Strategic Arms

Limitation Talks, known as SALT. This continuing strategic dialogue

between the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United

States of America has already produced two agreements which serve

to some extent the purpose of limiting the threat posed by the

very existence of nuclear arsenals and of improving methods of

communication for crisis management in the nuclear age. All of us

hope that spring may bring the first more substantive SALT agreement.

Despite its probable limited scope, such an agreement, if achieved,

could become the first harbinger of a real effort to put a stop to

the development of ever more deadly and sophisticated nuclear arms

both in quantitative and qualitative terms. It is high time that
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the household words, which the voGabulary of nuclear weaponry has

become —- expressions such as MIRY1s, ABM's, ICBM*s etc. -- be relegated

back to the world of science fiction where they more properly belong.

The Conference of the Committee on Disarmament has proved to be

the most effective and productive organ for multilateral arms

control and disarmament negotiations available to the international

community. This conference first met in Geneva as the 18-Hation

Committee on Disarmament on 14 March 1962. On the eve of its 10th

anniversary, I would like to pay special tribute to the members of

the Conference for their valuable contributions to the successful

conclusion during the past decade of a series of six international

treaties all dealing with important aspects of disarmament, arms

control and limitation of armaments.

At no previous time in recorded history have so many agreements

been achieved in the field of disarmament. In addition, the 1925

Geneva Protocol banning the use in war of chemical and biological

weapons has been strengthened and given new stimulus. Moreover,

for the first time in history the international community has

designated a decade - the 1970Ts - a Disarmament Decade.

In one way or another, what is familiarly known as the Geneva

Disarmament Conference, has played a significant r61e in these

achievements. Despite these important successes, however, the

nations of the world have so far failed to halt or even perceptibly

slow down the armaments race, in particular the nuclear arms race.

In fact, during this period the armaments race has apiraled to a

higher level than ever before. World military expenditures have

escalated from some 120 billion dollars to over 200 billion dollars

per year. Two leading nuclear powers have emerged with such over-

whelming nuclear capacity that a mere fraction of the weapons possessed

by each can destroy the other and the world with it. let, as a result

of recent developments in the qualitative nuclear arms race,

the number of deliverable nuclear warheads is being multiplied by a

factor of 3 to 14. While the world thus survives on the knife-edge
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of nuclear terror, vast material and human resources which could be

used for productive peaceful purposes to enrich the standards of

living and the quality of life of the people of the world have been

wasted in a futile and harmful arms race.

For more than two years the Soviet Union and the United States

have been engaged in bilateral negotiations at SALT. All of us,

I am sure, are greatly encouraged by the reports reaching us concerning

the possibility of an early treaty on the limitation of anti-ballistic

missile systems and an interim agreement on certain measures with

respect to the limitation of strategic offensive arms. Any agreement

between the two Powers to limit the production of these strategic

weapons would have great political significance, particularly if it

represents an initial step in a further disarmament process.

Increasingly, however, concern is being voiced that SALT might

achieve some quantitative limitation of nuclear weaponry but permit

a qualitative nuclear arms race to continue.

In my view, an indispensable step to halt the qualitative nuclear

arms race is a comprehensive test ban treaty. It is now more than

eight years since the Partial Test Ban Treaty was signed on 5 August

1963, banning all tests in the atmosphere, in outer space and under

water. Despite the moral obligation contained in that Treaty to

stop all weapon tests and the legal obligation in the Non-Proliferation

Treaty to halt the nuclear arms race, underground testing has been

continued at an even greater rate than previously in the other three

environments. In addition, testing also continues in the atmosphere,

though at a slower pace.

Wo other question in the field of disarmament has been the subject

of so much study and discussion as the question of stopping nuclear

weapon tests. I believe that all the technical and scientific aspects

of the problem have been so fully explored that only a political decision

is now necessary in order to achieve final agreement. There is an

increasing conviction among the nations of the world that an underground

test ban is the single most important measure, and perhaps the only

feasible one in the near future, to halt the nuclear arms race, at

least with regard to its qualitative aspects. There is a growing



belief that an agreement to halt all underground testing would

facilitate the achievement of agreements at SILT and might also

have a beneficial effect on the possibilities of halting all tests

in all environments by everyone. It is my firm belief that the

sorry tale of lost opportunities that have existed in the past

should not be repeated and that the question can and should be

solved now.

While I recognize that differences of views still remain

concerning the effectiveness of seismic methods of detection and

identification of underground nuclear tests, experts of the highest

standing believe that it is possible to identify all such explosions

down to the level of a few kilotons. Even if a few such tests could

be conducted clandestinely, it is most unlikely that a series of such

tests could escape detection. Moreover, it may be questioned whether

there are any important strategic reasons for continuing such tests or,

indeed, whether there would be much military significance to tests

of such small magnitude.

¥hen one takes into account the existing means of verification

by seismic and other methods, and the possibilities provided by

international procedures of verification such as consultation,

inquiry and what has become to be known as "verification by

challenge" or "inspection by invitation", it is difficult to

understand further delay in achieving agreement on an underground

test ban.

In the light of all these considerations, I share the inescapable

conclusion that the potential risks of continuing underground nuclear

weapon tests would far outweigh any possible risks from ending

such tests.

The widespread impatience and dissatisfaction of the non-nuclear

weapon states with the failure of the nuclear powers to stop nuclear

weapon tests was clearly demonstrated at the recent 26th session of the

General Assembly. Three resolutions were adopted, in stronger and

more specific language than ever before, calling for a halt to

all nuclear weapon tests at the earliest possible date.

The General Assembly condemned all nuclear weapon tests and called

on the nuclear powers to desist from further tests without delay: it

called for immediate unilateral or negotiated "measures of restraint"
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to reduce the number and size of such tests pending an early ban;

and finally the Assembly called upon this Conference to give

"highest priority" to banning underground nuclear tests and appealed

to the nuclear powers to take an active and constructive part in

developing in the CCD specific proposals for such a ban.

A comprehensive test ban treaty would strengthen the Treaty on

the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, which remains the foremost

achievement thus far of the disarmament negotiations. It would be a

major step towards halting what has been called "vertical proliferation,"

that is, the further sophistication and deployment of nuclear weapons,

and would also strengthen the resolve of potential nuclear weapon

states not to acquire nuclear weapons and thereby help to prevent

the "horizontal proliferation" of such weapons. On the other hand,

if nuclear weapon tests by the nuclear powers continue, the future

credibility and perhaps even the viability of the Non-Proliferation

Treaty achieved after such painstaking effort may be jeopardized.

I need not describe the greatly increased dangers that would confront

the world in such event.

In the field of chemical and biological weapons, an encouraging

first step has been taken during the past year. The Convention on

the Prohibition of the Development, Production and Stockpiling of

Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxin Weapons and on their Destruction,

has the distinction of being the first international agreement on a measure

of actual disarmament; it will result in the destruction of a small but

not negligible part of the world1s stockpile of weapons of mass destruction,

bearing the stigma of particular horror. Its significance will be vastly

increased when it is complemented, as the General Assembly has urged,

and as indeed the treaty itself prescribes, by a similar ban on the

development, production and stockpiling of chemical weapons. The

Assembly has also called for an immediate halt in the development,

production and stockpiling of the most lethal chemical weapons pending

agreement on the complete prohibition of all chemical weapons. I am

confident that the Conference will put forward the most strenuous

efforts in order to fulfil the specific mandates of the General Assembly

concerning chemical weapons.

The recent General Assembly has demonstrated its keen interest in

the many facets of the disarmament problem by adopting a greater number

of resolutions than ever before in this field. All these resolutions

are now before you. On the question of general and complete disarmament,
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which remains the -ultimate goal of all disarmament efforts, they

include a call to this Conference to resume its work on this subject,

taking into account the comprehensive programme of disarmament

originally proposed by some non-aligned members of the Conference,

as well as other documents presented, as recommended by the

previous General Assembly. The comprehensiveness of the CCDTs agenda

and the flexibility of its practices and procedures make it possible

for all of these disarmament items to be discussed at any time.

Among the important resolutions adopted by the General Assembly

is one concerning the convening of a World Disarmament

Conference. The discussions revealed a broad interest in the holding

of such a conference and led to a decision by acclamation to take

immediate steps in order that careful consideration be given to

convening, following adequate preparation, of a world disarmament

conference open to all states. It would in my opinion be most fitting

that a World Disarmament Conference be held at some early date, also in

order to advance the common objectives of both the Disarmament Decade

and the Second Development Decade. It is, of course, of prime

importance, as the resolution itself indicates, that such a conference

be the subject of the most careful preparation in order to ensure

its success.

Mir. Chairman, while Disarmament is of vital interest to all peoples

and to every member of the United Nations, I share the oft repeated view

of my predecessor underlining the importance of the participation in

disarmement negotiations of all the militarily most important states

which as permanent members of the Security Council have — according

to the Charter of the United Nations — primary responsibility for the

maintenance of international peace and security in which progress in

disarmament is such a vital element.

As far as the participation of China in disarmament negotiations

is concerned, a new situation has been created by the restoration of the

lawful rights of the People's Republic of China in the United Rations,

its subsequent entry in the organization and participation in its

various activities.

This new situation was reflected in the disarmament debates during

the 26th session of the General Assembly during which a practically
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unanimous wish was expressed by those delegations which spoke on

the subject underlining the desirability of the participation of

China and France in disarmament negotiations.

I have thought it appropriate, to bring these facts to the knowledge

of the representatives of the Governments concerned.

Mr. Chairman, it is my firm conviction that it is of paramount

importance that China and France be associated with the disarmament

negotiations. I hope that serious consideration would be given to

this matter in order to ensure the participation of these two

powers in the disarmament negotiations.

During the Disarmament Decade all existing international treaties

in the field of disarmament should be strengthened and fully

implemented. I have already referred to the growing adherence to

and support of the 1925 Geneva Protocol.

Today, we are only a few days away from the second anniversary

of the entry into force of the Non-proliferation Treaty. In those

two years, progress has been made in working out a Safeguards

Agreement as required by Article III of the Treaty. As the

previous chairman of the Safeguards Committee that succeeded in working

ou£ the Safeguards Agreement, I can share with you my satisfaction

and appreciation of the good will and universal co-operation that was

displayed by all involved in its deliberations. The efficient

help and guidance given by the International Atomic Energy Agency

was invaluable in reaching the agreement. It is essential

that this spirit of international cooperation remain and be

reinforced so as to facilitate the speedy and successful conclusion

of negotiations on the Safeguards Agreement.

The report of the Secretary-General on the Economic and Social

Consequences of the Arms Race and of Military Expenditures was

welcomed with satisfaction by the General Assembly which recommended

that the conclusions of the report should be taken into account in

future disarmament negotiations. The report underlined that the

growing arms race not only puts human survival in jeopardy but,

granted that humanity does manage to survive, it is also a cancerous

threat to human welfare.

The report comes at a most opportune time. There is increasing

evidence of a trend towards detente in international relations.

The current political climate presents greater opportunities than

. ever before for additional agreements in the disarmament field. In
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these circumstances, it would, seem that nations can now at long

last make a beginning in reordering their national and international

priorities, so that their wealth and energy can be concentrated

on the betterment rather than the possible destruction of life and

society on this planet. The delegations present at this Conference

have a most important function to perform in the fulfilment of this

noble task.

I feel v::ure that all participants in this Conference will, in

the year of its 10th anniversary, put forward their utmost efforts

to deal with the full range of problems referred to the Conference

by the General Assembly. I extend to all participants my most

cordial wishes for the fullest success in their common endeavour.
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23 February 1972

STATEMENT BY THE SECRETARY-GENERAL TO THE

COD ON 29 FEBRUARY 1972

It is a great privilege and pleasure for me to be present in person,

for the first time as Secretary-General, to welcome the distinguished

members of the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament to the Palais des

Nations. This meeting also provides me with the opportunity to re-affirm

my strong conviction in the fundamental importance of disarmament in any

effective system for the establishment and maintenance of international

peace and security.

This conference first met in Geneva as the 18-nation Committee on

Disarmament on 14 March 1962. On the eve of its 10th anniversary, I would

like to pay special tribute to the members of the Conference for their

valuable contributions during the past decade to the successful conclusion

of half a dozen international treaties all dealing with important aspects

of disarmament, arms control and limitation of armaments. These treaties

are: the Partial Test Ban Treaty of 1963, the Outer Space Treaty of 1967,

the Treaty of Tlatelolco which created a nuclear-free zone in Latin America

in 1967, the Non-Proliferation Treaty of 1968, the Sea-Bed Treaty of 1971.

At no previous time in recorded history have so many agreements been

achieved in the field of disarmament. In addition, the 1925 Geneva Protocol

banning the use in war of chemical and biological weapons has been strengthened

and given a new stimulus. Moreover, the United Nations has designated the

1970s as the Disarmament Decade, the first time in history that the world

community has dedicated a decade to progress in this area.

In one way or another, what is familiarly known as the Geneva Disarmament

Conference has played a significant role in these achievements. On the other

hand, despite these important successes, the nations of the world have failed

to halt or even slow down the armaments race, and in particular the nuclear

arms race. In fact, during this period the armaments race has spiraled to

a higher level than ever before. During these same years world military

expenditures have escalated from some 120 billion dollars to 200 billion

dollars in 1970. Vast material and human resources which could be successfully
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used for productive peaceful purposes to enrich the standards of living and

the quality of life of the people of the world have been wasted in a futile

and harmful arms race.

The recent General Assembly has demonstrated its keen interest in the

many facets of the disarmament problem by adopting 15 resolutions — a greater

number than ever before — in this field. J/Ayrth^se re/^olutions are now

before/you. Kote shouM be taken, of the jnevr amjsa]/€o t/Ls/UoAferejadte tc

resume its ef/orts tow/rds the solution

genjeral and/complete (JissrmamenTri

^—<Cn the field of chemical and biological weapons important progress has

been made during the past year. The General Assembly commended at its last

session the Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production

and Stockpiling of Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxin Weapons and

on their Destruction, which will be opened for signature within the next

few weeksT H I earnestly hope that the Convention will be signed and

ratified by the overwhelming majority of States. This Convention has the

distinction of being the first international agreement on a measure of

actual disarmament; it will result in the destruction of a small but not

negligible part of the world's first stockpile of weapons of mass destruction.

Its significance will be vastly increased when it is complemented, as the

General Assembly has urged, by a similar ban on the development, production

and stockpiling of chemical weapons. I am confident that the Conference

will put forward the most strenuous efforts in order to fulfil the specific

mandate of the General Assembly concerning chemical weapons and will give

its utmost priority to banning these weapons of mass destruction.

Among the importam; resolutions adopted?by the General Assembly is

one on the World Disarmament Conference, jfhe discussions at /he last

session of the Geneĵ l Assembly revealed/a broad interest oj^ the holding

of such a conferegroe which would offea^ll interested stages of the world
_ _ _ i—-"""V \̂_—-— —

the fullest possibility of expounding their views on tj^ssubject which is

so vital to th/ future of mankind./I expect that a]Jf States will find it

possible to /ubmit their observations regarding th/s T!onference. It would
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•

g armament lfĵ f̂ ĝ ^

It is, of coarse, of yprime importance, as the resolution

itself amdicates^ that such a aronf.erencj(%^e carefu^f' prepared jrn order

uccess.
"

An effective way of halting the nuclear arms race would be the

achievement of a comprehensive test ban treaty. It is now more than eight

years since the Partial Test Ban Treaty was signed on 5 August 19̂ 3, banning

all tests in the atmosphere, in outer space and under water. Still not all

nuclear weapon States joined this Treaty. Nuclear testing continues in the

atmosphere, thus representing a source of growing pollution and poisoning

the earth1 s atmosphere. Despite the moral obligation contained in that

Treaty to stop all weapon tests and the legal obligation in the Non-

Proliferation Treaty to halt the nuclear arms race, underground testing

has been also continued.

No other topical question in the field of disarmament has been the

subject of so much study and discussion as the question of stopping nuclear

weapon tests. I believe that all the technical and scientific aspects of

the problem have been so fully explored that a decision should be taken

now in order to achieve final agreement. While I recognize that some

differences of views still remain concerning the effectiveness of seismic

methods of detection and identification of underground nuclear tests, many

experts of the highest standing believe that it is possible to identify

all such explosions down to the level of a few kilotons.

The General Assembly at its last session condemned all nuclear weapon

tests and called on the nuclear powers to desist from further tests without

delay; it called for immediate unilateral or negotiated "measures of

restraint" to reduce the number and size of such tests pending an early

ban; and finally it set a deadline for the cessation of all tests by the

10th anniversary of the Partial Test Ban Treaty.

A comprehensive test ban treaty would strengthen the Treaty on the

Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons. It would be a major step towards

halting the further sophistication and deployment of nuclear weapons, and

would also strengthen the resolve of potential nuclear weapons states not
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to acquire nuclear weapons and thereby help to prevent the "horizontal

proliferation" of such weapons. To-day, we are only a few days away from

the second anniversary of the entry into force of the Non-Proliferation.

Treaty. In those two years, progress has "been made in working out a

Safeguards Agreement as required "by Article III of the Treaty. As the

previous chairman of the Safeguards Committee that succeeded in working out

the Safeguards Agreement, I can share with you my satisfaction and appreciation

of the good will and universal cooperation that was displayed "by all involved

in its deliberations. The efficient help and guidance given "by the Inter-

national Atomic Energy Agency was invaluable in reaching the agreement.

It is essential that this spirit of international cooperation remain and "be

reinforced so as to facilitate the speedy and successful conclusion of

negotiations on the Safeguards Agreement.

Nowadays the COD is/recognized as the leading and the most productive

disarmament "body. It ygoes without saying that its role would have "been

furthe^ystrengthened/if all pertMnent members off the Security Council - who

according to the Charter of thsr United Nations have a primary sesponsibility

fo^the maintenance of international peaceyand security in wm_ch progress in

Disarmament is s&ch a vital/element - findvJut possible to join the disarma-

ment negotiations in the CCD.

The beginning of the Disarmament Decade is marked by increasing

evidence of a trend towards de"tente in international relations. It is most

important to convert this present trend into a reality of to-morrow. It is

important that new agreements in the field of disarmament be concluded,

that all already existing international treaties be strengthened and fully

implemented.

In taking steps towards achieving all-world measures in the disarmament

field we should not under-estimate the importance of regional measures.

Good progress in this respect was made by Latin American Countries which

decided to convert their continent into a zone free from nuclear weapons.
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No less important are the efforts towards the detente in Europe. I think

the chances for a European Conference with the participation of the United

States and Canada on the security of this continent are quite good. I am

in favour of regional cooperation everywhere, because it only supports the

efforts of the United Nations in the field of maintaining peace and security

on the earth»

For more than two years the USSR and the United States have "been engaged

in "bilateral negotiations at the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks. All of us}

I am sure, are encouraged "by the reports reaching us concerning the possibility

of an early agreement dealing with defensive weapons and perhaps including

also some measures concerning offensive weapons. Any agreement "between the

two Powers to limit their strategic weapons systemswould have great political

significance.

However, it is also essential, as was pointed out repeatedly "by my

predecessor, U Thant, that all nuclear-weapon Powers agree to work out and

implement a practical programme for the total prohibition and destruction

of all nuclear weapons. Let me express the hope that in spite of the

existing differences a suitable way soon will be found to approach this

question in a practical manner.

The report of the Secretary-General on the Economic and Social Con-

sequences of the Arms Race and of Military Expenditures was welcomed with

satisfaction by the General Assembly which recommended that the conclusions

of the report should be taken into account in future disarmament negotiations.

The report comes at a time when the current political climate presents

greater opportunities for additional agreements in the disarmament field.

In these circumstances, it would seem that nations can now at long last

make a beginning in reordering their national and international priorities,

so that their wealth and energy can be concentrated on the betterment rather

than the possible destruction of life and society on this planet. The

delegations present at this Conference have a most important function

to perform in the fulfilment of this noble task.
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I feel sure that all participants in this Conference will, in the year

of its 10th anniversary, put forward their utmost efforts to deal with the

full range of problems referred to the Conference ty the General Assembly.

I extend to all participants my most cordial wishes for the fullest success

in their common endeavour.



TELEGRAMME FROM GENEVA, 25. Februar 1972:

ConfidentialSecretary-General and Kutakov. Copy Epstein, from Fastinenen

Re: Secretary-General's statement at opening CCD. Follow elements and

observations I was requested to submit I have purposely concentrated

on more general political and disarmament aspects as disarmament" details

best dealt by DAD.

Suggest cautiously optimistic general tone emphasizing positive features

in general political situation and disarmament scene.

Chapter one: General political situation, meetings between leading

statesmen of world with their declared aim of normalization of relations

and relaxation of tensions intended to strengthen the foundations of

more rational and peaceful world order in which progress in disarmament

vital element. Movement towards reduction of tensions and strengthening

of detente most pronounced in Europe. Hope this will accelerate process

towards a conference on European security and talks on force reductions.

Heed for progress towards arms control and disarmament perhaps most urgent

in Europe which still burdened with the most deadly concentration of

modern weapons world has ever seen.

Chapter two: Disarmament scene also shows number of encouraging signs

Progress at SALT. This continuing strategic dialogue between USSR and

UNISTATES already produced two agreements which serve purpose of limiting

threat posed by very existence of nuclear arsenals and of improving

methods of crises, management in nuclear age. Spring may bring the first

more substantive SALT agreement. Despite its probable limited scope this

may for the first time break the vicious chain of action reaction in

development of ever more deadly and sophisticated nuclear arms both in

quantitative and qualitative terms. Agreement if achieved therefore first

harbinger of real effort to stop what Secretary-General's predecessor was

wont to call "this mad momentum of the nuclear arms race" and "the deadly

combination of arithmetic and alphabet expressed in abbreviations like ABM

ICBM, MIKV, etc." (Please check these quotations which I have not been able

to relocate). to ĝ similar parable high time that from household words
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which these expressions unfortunately "become they "be relegated:, "back to

'.world of fiction where they more properly "belong. Progress at CCD which

remains the most effective and productive organ for multilateral arms control

and disarmament negotiations available to international community at present

time. On eve tenth anniversary CCD can look "back with justified satisfaction

at its record of achievement. Serces of limited yet significant arms control

agreements CCP produced have served purpose of limiting dangers inherent in

very existence of weapons of mass destruction. Improved international climate

should provide more congenial atmosphere for further disarmament efforts within

CCD. First substantive SALT agreement should also act as a cataclyst for

intensified efforts and have positive feed-"back for the work of CCD in nuclear

field specifically for efforts to obtain CTB. Three world disarmament conference

Wunga acclamation decision "to take immediate steps in order that careful

consideration be given to convening following adequate preparation of world

disarmament conference open to all states" a development of profound importance

for future disarmament prospects.

Chapter three: CCD-Agenda. As always charged many important tasks entrusted

by twenty-sixth- "EJNGA. All disarmament items on CCD agenda. Because of

comprehensiveness of agenda and flexibility of existing practices and procedures

any and all of these disarmament items can be discussed at any time. However,

two most topical items retain top priority, AAA CTB single most effective

measure to halt nuclear profileration both vertical and horizontal has pivotal

importance in disarmament and political terms in context of Moscow test ban

treaty and KPT. BBB CW Because of very success of CCD in obtaining B¥ convention.

This of great importance in itself but will only take its full significance

by way of making reality its avowed aim of being first agreement on way to

complete prohibition of all CCC and BBB as provided for in BW convention.

Re participation China France disarmament negotiation refer suggestions submitted

earlier Secretary-General,



(Suggested remarks by Secretary-General, in response
to Chairman's welcome, prior to delivering statement)

Monsieur le President, je voudrais vous exprimer mes remerciements

les plus sineeres pour les paroles si aimables que vous venez de

m'adresser et pour vos souhaits de bienvenue auxquels je suis tres

sensible. Je tiens a vous assurer de mon vif desir de tout faire pour

aider a atteindre les buts de 1'Organization tels qu'ils sont enonces

dans la Charte des Nations Unies et, bien entendu, pour promouvoir

la noble cause du desarmement.

0
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Outline of the proceedings at the CCD for

the Secretary-General

1. The Chairman of the Day (Mr. Khattabi of Morocco) will

open the meeting.

2. The Chairman will welcome the Secretary-General, the members of

the CCD and the new leaders of delegations and members of the

United Nations Secretariat.

3. The Chairman will call on the Secretary-General to speak.

4- The Secretary-General responds to Chairman*s remarks and

delivers his statement.

5. The Chairman thanks the Secretary-General, declares the public

part of the meeting closed and suspends the meeting for five

minutes.

6. The meeting resumes in private.

7. The Chairman expresses regrets and condolences concerning the

death of Mr. Teheprov, former Deputy Head of the Soviet

Delegation.

8. Chairman calls on Ambassador Martin of the United States to

speak.

9. Chairman calls on Ambassador Roshchin of the USSR to speak.

10. Chairman calls on Ambassador Garcia Robles to speak.

11. Chairman calls on Ambassador Nisibori of Japan to speak.

12. Chairman draws attention to document outlining new system for

records of the meeting.

13. Chairman reads communique and adjourns meeting.

* * *

Since it seems likely that the meeting will go on until 1 orclock

and probably later, about 15 minutes to one, the Secretary-General will

withdraw and meet for five minutes with Ambassador Roshchin in

Mr. ¥inspeare!s office. Ambassador Martin will then withdraw and meet

for five minutes with the Secretary-General.

(A copy of the suggested Brief for the Chairman is annexed hereto.

The Chairman said that it contains substantially the procedure he intends

to follow and the comments he intends to make).
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It is a great privilege and pleasure for ma to be present in person,
far the first time as Secretary-General, to welcome the distinguished members
of the Conference of the Ccssaittee on Disarmament to the Palais des Nations.
This meeting also provides me vith the opportunity to re-affira say strong
conviction in the fundamental importance of disarmament is so? effective
system for the establishment ml laaiotenanee of international peace and
security,

conference first met in Geneva as the IB-nation Ccasnitteo on
on 1H fcSarch 1962* Oa the eve of its 10th anniversary, I would

like to pay special tribute to the meabers of the Conference for their
valuable contributions during the past decade to the successful conclusion of
half a doses international treaties all dealing with important aspects of
disarmament j eras control end limitation of armaiaEnta. Theae treaties are;
the Partial Test Ban Treaty of 1563, the Outer Space Treaty of 1967* the
Treaty of Tlatelolca which created a mcle&r-free sera in Latin America
in 1967, the Kbn-Sroli fsratioa Treaty of 19̂ 3, the Sea-Bed treaty of 1971,
and the Biological Cosventioa **Mdi will be opened for signature vithia the
next few weeks,

At no previous tissê a recorded history have so many agreements been.»/
achieved in the field of disarssjaeat. In addition, the 1925 Geneva Protocol
barusiag the use in war of cheaical and biological weapons has been strengthened
and given a now stimulus, Moreoverj the United Hations fess designated the
decade of the 1970s as the Disarmament Daeede, the first tims in history that
the world coassuaity has dedicated a decade to progress in this area.

In one way or another, v&mt id fssdliorly known as the Geneva Disarmament
Conference has played & significant role in these achieveaaeKts. to the other
hand, despite these important successes, the nations of the vorld have failed
to halt or even slow down the arasments race, and in particular the nuclear
arms race. In fact, during this period the srtssBients race lias epiraled to



a hî ker level t&&3 ever before. During these assae years world military
expenditures havs escalated from some 120 billion dollars {l$0 billion of
1970 dollars) to over £OQ billion dollars per year. Xso nuclear superpowers
have emerged with such overwhelming nuclear capacity that a sere fraction of
the weapons posssaaed by each caa destroy the other* &hil$ tha world thus
survives with a sword of Damocles suspended over it, vest material acd human.
resources tthiefa could be used for productive peaceful purposes to enrich the
standards of living and the quality of life of tha people cf the vorld have been
wasted in a facile fend harmful eras race.

F&r more than two years the two superpowers have been engaged in
bilateral negotiations at the Strategic Arass Limitation Tal&s, known as SAL?*
All of us, I Eta sure* are greatly encourages by the reports reaching us con-
cerning the possibility of an early egreesiect dealing with defensive weapons
and, perh&ps including also eosae t&e&surea eoneerniag offensive veapcna. Any
agreement between the two lowers to Halt the production of these strategic systems
would have great political significance, particularly if it represents an initial
step in a true disazmasent process* Bat, increasingly, concern ie being srolced
that SALT sight achieve sosse quantitative liaitation of nuclear veaponry but
permit » qualitative nuclear airas race to continue without hindrance.

la order te halt the quelitative nuclear &&a& race it is essential
to achieve a comprehensive test baa treaty. It is KOW Eore than eight years
eincs the Partial Test Ben Treaty was signed on 5 August 19&5, banning all tests
in the atmosphere, In outer space and under water. Despite the moral obligation
contained in that Treaty to stop all weapon tests &&d the legal obligation in

Jfon-Proliferation frelty to halt th* nuaiear arms race, xmdersrouna testing
*J

t>eca continued at an even greater rate than previously in the other three
la addition, t&isti&g also continues in the atmosphere, though

at a Slower pace*
So other question in the field of dieursaaieat has been the subject of

so such study end discussion as the qiieetioa of etoppiag nuclear v̂ apoa tests.
I believe that all the technical and scientific aspects of the problea have
been so fully explored that only a political decision is necessary in order to
achieve final 8$ree&$at« There is a growing conviction as&ng the nations of
the ttorld that an underground test ban is tho single laost iffiporteut measure,
and perhaps the only feasible one in the near future, to halt the nuclear arms



race, at least vith regard to its qualitative aspects. There is & growing
belief that fin sgreement to halt nil underground testing would facilitate
the achievement of agreesieata at SALT and might also ftav« a fceeeficial effect
en the possibilities of halting ell tests in all eavironasfits by everyone.
Shore is also e widespread feeling that the lost opportunities that have
existed ia the past should uat be repeated and that tha question can and should
be solved BOV.

While Z recognise that diff&re&ses of views still resais concerning the
effectiveness of setesaic methods of detection and identification of underground
nuclear tests, experts of the highest standing believe that it is possible to
identify ell such explosions dowa to the level of a few kilotoas* Even if &
few such tests could be eoaSucted clandestinely, it is east uslikeiy th&t a
series of such tests could escape detection* Moreover, it is doubtful whether
there are say isyportant strategic reasons for oontinuibs such tests of, icdeed,
Aether there «9u34 b« ouch sdlitary significance to tests of such sssall
isagnitude.

Whea em takes ln*.o account the exieting national nssans of verification
by eeisiaic and other sethods, end the possibilities provided by international
procedures of verification such as consultation,, inquiry, and vhat has com-s to
be known as "verification by challenge" or "inspecttoa by isvitation", it is
difficult to uaScrstaad eay further delay in agreeing 4̂ e& tmdergrouM
test baft. -

In the light of &11 these considerationŝ  it vould eê ai that the potential
risfee of continuing madergrottadt tjaclear veap-sn tests would far outweigh atsy
possible risks from ending such tests*

She widespread isjnatien.ee end dissatisfaction by non*Buclear weapon
-̂—-*̂ i

states ̂ ith the faliur© oif the nuclear psfwers to etĉ  auclear tjeapon tests
vas clearly d&S3astrated et the reseat coth session of the Gensral Asseaoly.
Siree resolutions vere 6depteds in stror̂ er aŝ i sore specific language than
ever before, calling for a halt to ell nuclear weapon tests at the earliest
possible date*

!Ihe Ĝ iteral Assembly coadesned ell cuelefir weapon tests ̂ cd called ca
the nucle&r pcwera to desist frost further tests vithout delay; it called for
tes&ediate unilateral or ̂ tgotiated "aseasaras of rsstraifit*1 to reduce the number
srtd size &£ such tests pending an early baa; end finally it set & deadline for
the ees&atioa of fell testa by the 10th anniversary of the Partial Teat Ban
Treaty of 5 August 19$3« 3&e Asses&ly celled upon this Conference to givs
"highest priority" to banning undergroursdi nuclear tests and epŝ ealed to the



powers to take aa active and eoastracttve part in developing in the
CCD specific gropoaala fsr «w& 4 fc$a,

A eoaprfi&easive test baa treaty «a«ld strengthen the Srsaty on the Kaa-
Prolifcratiea ef &teiear Weaptos* It «9«Id lw a saa^or et^ t*î rt3s haltlag
*4sat has been called "Vertical graHferfction", that is, tjio further sophistic-
ation sad deplojjasiit of nuclear ws^aas* ais4 trsuld elso etreagtljea the resolve
of potential suelear wapoa states &ot to acquire aucleer weapons &n5 thereby
iieip fe> prevsjit tits **faoriE«Btal praltferatioB" ef sueh weagsws. Cha the
ettiey h$&2» if suelear n^eapcui teats by the nuclear posers eoatirsie, t&e future
validity end perlaspft «v$a the risibility of the J&a-FsraHferatioa freaty msy
be jeopardiaeiS* 2 need not describe tfca gristly iasrea^eS dangers that would
coafro&tths %£>7Xd Is su<^a event*

In tbo fieM of ehcmicel end biological weapons progress baa b^ea sade
durii^ the past yestr. She.Si'ovsatisa «« t&e FrcMbiti^ of the Itewlopaseat,

rjQa«tt» ft'p Cx f̂lfelf ijt.> 0U,
Production sj^ St«Jcl̂ ilij3g r̂̂ 5S»glci3I5and Toxia Weapons s&d £sr their
Destructtauj has tb« distinction of being the first international sgre îent
on a &&&&&& of actual dissreaaeatj it «iH result in tfe© destruction of e
eaall bat not negligible part of tis® world's first atockplls of weapons of taass
destruction. Its sigaificanoe «ill be vastly increased whea it is cosplesented,
as th« Osner^l Aseeably lias urgaS, by a eiisller baa on the Sevel&p^ent,
productica and sto^tpiling of chestcs! %-$apsn@. Tha Assaa&ly has also called
for an JBsnediatg halt la the develog;men£, production asd Etoe^piliEg of the

lethal e&eadcai tEreapons peadisg ag3?e$^nt oa the coj^Let* prehibition of
all chesde&i weapons, X «s confident tMt the Contereaee will put forward

•jthe moat ^treacae efforts ia order to fulfil ths specific asaadatea of the
Genera! Asses&iy coiseer&iiis cbesslcal

Sis recent Oens l̂ Assessibly baa Seiasastrsted its keea interest ia the
mmsy facets of t2» disaaes&ssnt problest by sSoptiag 15 resolutions — a greater
eua&er thaa «ver before — in this field* All thsss resolutions ars now before

"Siejr iscludo a call to this Ctoasference to resume its efforts cs the
oa of geserel end complete diBanaaaasot tskia^; into acaooat the eoa-

prograssao of îssrtaasioat origlnsHy proposed by sose nos-aligaed
of the Ca&fere&ce* as veil ^ otMr documents presented on the subject »

es rscoasseu4s<i by the previoxia General Assembly. "The
of disarmament lists many measures of dis&nss&ent end matters of
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procedure and could prove to be a fertile field for facilitating the work.
o f t & a Conference*-- . ' . . : - • • - • • . . •

the iisj^jftsat resolution adopted by the General Asses&ly is cms
tha possible ccsavenios of a World Bisariaaasat Coafsre&ee. She
revealed & broad isterost in tfca holding of ««& & eonferenea

v»uld after all interested states th& fullest possibility of espouiidins their
vievs en i&is sublet, vijicii is so vital to ths futus^ of BiankiEid. It ^oxOd
in ey opinion be sost fitting tiist a World Disarmssaent Coatereace bs held at
scejs early data duriiag the DU&riass^at Decade and the Seesftd 3>evelopEant
Beeada, in order to advance the Cessna o^cc-tivea a£ both. It ie, of course,
of jpriae i^^rtmtce, as ti^ rssolutioa itself indicates, that such a coa-
feroucs ^e tiie subject of the aost t^reful preparation in order to eas«re
its sueceee* • ' • • ' • • - • - -

* to

the Sisarmamest Decaie sll existing i£t&r&atio£&I treaties in
the field cf disar^siassit should bs stresgtbsned end fully iiitpl^m^nted, Z hare
already refe*redri®--ttia grovlag e<Sh^?sGce to and exspisort of the 1̂ 25 Geneva
Protocol, 1 also wish'to taeatioa that t&e Jatematioaal Aixssdo Esergy Agency
fejgeex'S to be esakiug ^>od pr^srese ia eoanexien with the Safeguards Agree&ente
required under the Ksn-Froliferati^a treaty,

report of the Secretary-General oa the Ecouoiale and Social Coa»
of the Ainaa Ba^e eM of iHlitsry SK^peaclitures ^as tfelccse£ vith

satisfaction "uy t1̂ > General Assembly vhida rec^aaenucd that the conclusions of
tbo report should fes taken into o$ccun& in future diearmaeat negotiations*
*Ebs report underliasd that the groviag areas race trot oialy puts h-omaa survival
in jeopardy but, granted that husaasity docs ttaoase to survive, it is also



tt eaocercfus threat to hisaan welfare*
Ths report cossa at a jaast {jpportuss tiiss* There is increasing evidence

of a tread twards detente in interest isaal relations. 2fee current political.
climate presents greater cpportuaitics then ever Before for additional

in the disarmassest field* la thssa elreuaistaaees, it vould ceea
nations caa BOW at long last iaaks a bsgis&ing in reordering their nattoaal

aad iEternatiea*! priorities, eo that their wsalth and ejsergy csn be concestrated
on the bsttenasat rather than the possible dcotructioa of life an$ society
on this placet, Iha delegationspresont at tlvts Conference fc&vs a aost
iô ortant fuactioa to perform i& the fulfilŝ ufc of this $£&ie teak.

I feel sure that all psrticipaats in this Coofereaca will, ia the year
of its 10th anniversary, put forward their utstsst efforts to deal vith the
full r&ago of problems referred to the Ccnference by the Ceoeral Asseffibly.
Z extend to sll perticipsats sy twst cordial visbss for the fullest success
in their coagaon endeav̂ irr.



Brief for the Chairman c

I declare open the 545th Plenary meeting of tha Conference of the Committee

on Bisanaaaant. In accordance with the established practice on the resumption

of the work of the Conference, the first part of the meeting will be open.

It is a very great honour and privilege for us — and particularly for me

in nsy capacity aa Chairman of the first meeting of the Committee this year —

to welcome to our midst the Secretary-General of the United Nations, Mr. Kurt

Waldheim. I am sure that I speak on behalf of all of you in congratulating

the new Secretary-General on his appointment. Kurt VJaldheim is known to many

of us in person because of his long and outstanding experience in the

international arena. His devotion to the improvement of relations among

nations and to world peace are universally recognised. His deep interest

in Disarmament is manifested by his presence here today* I can assure you

Mr. Secretary-General that «e are all grateful that you h&vd cose to visit

us in person and we look forward with great anticipation to hearing your

message to us. .

We shall all listen to it with the utmost attention. You are in a

unique position to judge and evaluate what the world needs in the way of

further aaasures and agreements to limit and to halt the arms race and we are

certain to benefit from your guidance.

I should also like to welcome all members of the Delegations participating

in the Conference at this resumed session. I should like in particular to

welcome the new leaders of Delegations who arê witĥ us for the first time*
[i:*teyuJi-o_-7

'They are Ambassador Hisibori of Japan, Ambassador Polale of the Netherlands
<\

and Ambassador Ene of Romania* It is also a pleasure to wlecoma here

Ambassador Martin who is the new leader of the United States Delegation*

I also have pleasure in welcoming to our meeting today Mr. Kinspeare Guicciardi.s
the Director.iGeneral of thŝ Onited Nations Office at Geneva and Mr. Sutakov.

Undor-Seoratory-General for Political and Security Affairs at United Rations

Headquarters.

( Finally, it is a matter of profound satisfaction to be able to welcome

once again in our zaidst. Mr. Pastinen, the Special Representative of the

Secretary-General to our Conference and Mr. Epstein, Alternate Representative

of the Secretary-General.

I now have pleasure in giving the floor to the Secretary-General of the

United Nations.

/~The Secretary-General delivers statanent_7
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Mr. Secretary-General on behalf of the entire Committee, I wish to thank

you most warmly both for yottr having corns here to us and for the inspiring

message you have given to us in the statement you have just made. We have

listened most carefully to your ressrks and we shall certainly take then

to heart find keep them in our minds as we pursue our efforts to achieve

further progress in Disarmament. Thank you very much. .

I now declare the public part of this meeting closed. The laeeting

will be suspended for five minutes before resuming in closed session.

/"Suspend the meeting until the visitors withdraŵ /

1 declare open the private part of our meeting, I have on the list
of speaker̂  for today, the reppsseatatives of the United States, the

Soviet Union, Mexico and Japan, Before calling on the first speaker,
I would like to express* on behalf of the Qoaaittee, our deep regrets

fc-oL^^jiXZctJ? • : iiA><u-^A^J-<-tA
on the tragic and jjSatiiaelyaflath of Mr. Ivan Tcheprov, who was well-known

to all the Delegations participating in this Conference as'the Deputy Head

of the Soviet Delegation. Jfc% Teheprov, though a young man, was one of the

long-time outstanding figures in the work of Disarmament and his sudden

passing came as a shock to all who knew him, I would ask the Soviet Delegation

to accept our deep condolences and to convey our regrets and condolences

to the Soviet Government and to the family of Mr. Tcheprov.

I now give the floor to the distinguished representative of the United States,
Ambassador Martin.

£ Ambassador Kartin speakŝ /

I thank the di3tinguished representative of the United States for his

stat©sent and I now give the/floor to the distinguished representative of

the Soviet Union, Ambassador Roshchin,

/"Ambassador Roshchin speaksj?

/•̂  I thank the distinguished representative of the Soviet Union for his statement

/ and I now give the floor to the Distinguished representative of Mexico,

-̂ Ambassador Garcia Robles.

• /"Ambassador Garcia Robles speaks_7
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distinguished representative of Mexico for his statement

and I now givo the floor to the distinguished representative of Japan,

Ambassador Hisibori. .'." . . . . . . 1 1
/"taibassador Nisibori speakê 7 11

I thank the distinguished representative of Japsn for his statement. i;p

I have so more speakers on ay list. Does any other representative |i|
irish to take the floor. I see none* Jifi

:•?.*."

Before turning to the eoimaunique. I should like to draw the attention !!!£
of all delegations to the document CCD/IKF.l/Rev.20 "Basic Information for p;
Delegations on Conference Arrangements and Documentation", which you have ££

before you* As delegations will notice, a new system has been introduced ^
this year concerning the records of the Conference. There will no longer H;
be any provisional records, but only one final record of each meeting »•!!•:
containing the text of prepared statements made in the meetings* E:;

I shall turn now to the coumunique, Kp

/"Read eoBEiunique'J? H

The Conference of the Cojnmittee on Disarmament today held its 54-5th Plenary p!
meeting at the Palais des Nations. Geneva under the Chairmanship of vH
Ambassador 31 Fassi, representative of Morocco. ^

The Chairman made a statement. 1:L-
The Secretary-General of the United Hations made a statenant. Li€
After the conclusion of the open part of the mestingj, statements were §£

usade by the representatives of the United States of Ataerica, the Soviet Union, ^:

Mexico and Japan. / '̂
The following docû sft was submitted: ;;p
Jitter dated IS February 1971 from the Secretary-General of the United Nations p

£&& the co-Chainaan of the Comiittee on Disarmament, transmitting the ^
/ resolutions on Discrnaaent adopted by the General Assembly at its 26th Session. ££
V The next meeting of the Conference will be held on Thursday 2 M-rch 1972. ;§;;i

If there is no objection, I shall declare the ccarmuaique adopted. It is 1£;:.
, . , " V:V̂

adopted*

The meeting is adjourned.


